Biological implication for loss of function at major histocompatibility complex loci.
Despite relatively frequent gene or segment duplications, the number of functional loci in the major histocompatibility complex (MHC) is relatively small. The dual function of MHC molecules (triggering the immune system and limiting T-cell receptor repertoires) is likely to balance the number of functional loci. The effect of this dual function on the number of functional MHC loci has been argued mainly in the theoretical and computer simulation studies, but the evidence from empirical data has not been fully examined. Here, we attempt to evaluate this effect based on the analysis of nucleotide sequence data. We hypothesized that due to the dual function, even becoming a pseudogene (pseudogenization) of MHC is advantageous for the organisms. To evaluate this hypothesis, we compared the distribution of the waiting time (T (W)) till pseudogenization for HLA (human MHC) with that of the human olfactory receptor (OR) and bitter taste receptor (T2R) genes. The result shows that T (W) in HLA has a tendency to be relatively shorter as the emergence time (T) of the gene becomes older, while in OR T (W) becomes proportionally longer as T becomes older and in T2R it is almost null irrespective of T. Furthermore, T (W) in HLA is strongly influenced by the extent of functional differentiation in the peptide-binding region. Taken together, these results show that MHC molecules have optimal numbers of functional loci, and these numbers are regulated by the advantageous pseudogenization of duplicated copies.